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Introduuction: Both high angular
a
and spatiall resolution are desirable in diffusion
n imaging for seveeral reasons. High angular resolutionn enables the detecction of crossing
fibers aand high spatial resolution limits con
nfounds such as paartial volume effeccts allowing accuraate derivation of pparameters from thhe diffusion measuures [1][2]. Both arre
highly desirable for accu
urate fiber tracking
g, which has severaal clinical applicatiions. However, duue to the long acquuisition durations, the approach in thhe field so far has
been too enhance the resolution in one of the dimensions at th
he expense of the other
o
dimension [3 ]. This study aimss to simultaneouslyy enhance the resoolution in both the
dimenssions in a reasonab
ble scan time using
g Compressed Sen
nsing (CS).
Recenttly several groups have proposed thee utility of compresssed sensing to acccelerate diffusion imaging [4][5]. Prreviously parallel iimaging was also pproposed in this
contextt [5]. However, theese previous studiees decoupled the acquisition
a
in the k-q
k domain and foccused on down-sam
mpling in either thhe k-space or the qq-space. The main
noveltyy of the present stu
udy is that we are proposing
p
to underr-sample the comb
bined k-q acquisitiion space of diffussion imaging. This enables us to sim
multaneously
enhancce the resolution in
n both dimensions of diffusion imagiing.
Methodds: A Self Navigatted Interleaved Spiral (SNAILS) seq
quence was used to
o achieve high spaatial resolution. Thhe savings in acquiisition time was m
made possible by
joint unnder-sampling of the
t k-q acquisition
n space. A schemattic of the various acquisition
a
schemees is shown in Fig (1). The combinedd k-q under-samplling was achieved
by skippping random interrleaves of the spiraal for each diffusio
on direction. A mo
odel–based schemee was used to recoonstruct the diffusion Orientation Deensity Function
(ODF) from the under-saampled data. The sparse
s
Gaussian Mixture
M
Model (GM
MM) given was useed to represent thee diffusion image ddata:
exxp
∑
where Sk is the diiffusion weighted data for the kth difffusion direction g k, S0 is non-diffussion weighted imagge, fi is the unknow
wn anisotropic
volumee fraction of the ith
h tensor Di , b is th
he diffusion sensitiizing constant and
d d is the mean difffusivity. The k-spaace data is the Fouurier transform of tthe above. The
basis vvectors for CS reco
onstruction were asssumed to be Gausssians oriented alo
ong all possible oriientations defined by a set of uniform
mly distributed q-sspace basis vectorss
generatted along 256 direections. The follow
wing parameters weere used in the mo
odel: b=1200 s/mm
m2, d=1x10-3mm2/ss, Di=Ri*[1700 0 0;0 300 0;0 0 300]**RiT where Ri
rotates the tensor to the ith basis vector. Th
he unknown fi’s in the model gives a linear system of eequations to solve for. If yk is defineed to be the acquireed k-space
‖
‖
‖ ‖
‖ ‖ . In addition to the CS criteria,
olved as
samplees, A the Fourier trransform of diffusiion encoding matrrix, f can then be so
the totaal variation norm of
o the f’s was also penalized to consttrain the solution. Once f is solved fo
for, the diffusion O
ODF can be analytiically computed [66].
To
o test the proposed method, in-vivo hhuman data at highh angular and spatiial resolution was collected and
rettrospectively down
n-sampled. Imagess were obtained onn a healthy adult voolunteer on a 3T G
GE MR750 scanner
(GE Healthcare, Wau
ukesha, MI) equippped with an 8-chaannel head coil, aft
fter approval by Duuke University
Heealth System Institu
utional Review Booard. Scanning parrameters: variable density spiral seqquence: FOV
19.2cm, matrix 192x
x192, 1x1mm resollution, 10 slices, sslice thickness/gapp = 1.5mm/2.0mm,, b=1200 s/mm2, 5
b=
=0 and 60 diffusion
n-weighted imagess, 22 interleaves, T
TE/TR=39.816/20000ms, total scan tim
me was 48 mins.
Reesults: A reference ODF was reconsttructed with full 600 directions and 222 interleaves. The combined k-q
dow
wn-sampling was performed as folloows: for an accelerration factor of n, 22/n random interrleaves were
F
Figure (1): Schematic off various down-sampling
g schemes
chosenn for each diffusion
n direction such th
hat the selected inteerleaves differ for each diffusion dirrection. Acceleratioon rates corresponnding to n=2,4,6 (ccorresponding to \
11, 5, 3 interleaves) weree tested. The resultts were compared to a q-only down-sampling scheme where, instead of skipping shots, diffusion directions were skipped such
h
that thee sampled diffusio
on directions spann
ned the q-space uniformly. The samee acceleration ratess corresponding too n=2,3,4 (correspoonding to 30, 20 annd 15 diffusion
directioons) were tested. The
T ODFs from bo
oth under-sampling
g schemes were reeconstructed and c ompared to the refference ODF. Fig (2) shows the refeerence ODF and
reconsttructed ODF from a crossing fiber reegion. A plot of th
he Normalized sum
m-of-squares error (NSSE) at variouss acceleration ratess for the two downn-sampling
schemees is also given.
Figure 2: (a) shoows the plot of NSSE
E error of the
reconstructed difffusion ODF from thhe two downsampling schemes. (b) shows the refe
ference ODF from a
crossing fiber region (c) shows reconnstructed ODF of
the region using q-only down-sampliing at an
acceleration ratee of 4. (d) shows recoonstructed ODF
from k-q down-ssampling at an acceleeration rate of 4.
(a)
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It was ffound that to achieeve the same accelleration rate, the co
ombined k-q down
n-sampling schem
me performed betterr than q-only downn-sampling. This ccan be seen from
the ploot of Figure (2). Th
he error in the k-q down-sampling
d
sccheme is much low
wer than that of thee q down-samplingg scheme for all accceleration factors. From the
reconsttructed ODFs, it caan be seen that thee ODF peaks becom
mes less pronouncced as the q down--sampling rate is inncreased, whereas the peaks are stilll preserved
accurattely in the k-q dow
wn-sampling schem
mes for the same acceleration rates. Results
R
show that even at 6-fold accceleration of the k--q down-sampling scheme, the
diffusioon ODF can be recconstructed reason
nably accurately.
Concluusion: In spite of th
he obvious benefitts of combining hig
gh angular and spaatial resolution, prrohibitively long accquisition times haave made such goaals impractical
with coonventional diffusiion imaging schem
mes. The proposed
d method can achieeve both high spatiial and angular ressolution simultaneoously within a reassonable scan-time.
We havve shown that the combined k-q acquisition space of diffusion
d
can be su
ubstantially down-ssampled and diffuusion ODFs accuraately reconstructedd using compressed
d
sensingg. Our results show
w that the acquisitiion time can be red
duced by at least 6-fold
6
by appropriaately under-sampliing the combined kk-q acquisition spaace. 6-fold
accelerration translates to achieving 1mm in
nplane resolution in
i 8 mins as oppossed to 48 mins.
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